ABSTRACT. This paper continues the author's earlier work on the notion of rank in a Hardy field. Further results are given on functions in Hardy fields of finite rank, including extensions of Hardy's results on the rates of growth of his logarithmicoexponential functions.
MAXWELL ROSEN LICHT
The first part of this result is a restatement of [5 
) If CI(u) < CI(x) then v(u'ju) > v(ljx), u"ju' --ljx and either v(ujlogx) = 0 or CI(u'x) < CI(x).
We have u' "* 0, for otherwise u E R* and v(u) = 0, contrary to assumption. By [x] , which occurs only in case (2) . Note also that the case v( u') = 0 occurs only if u' -c, for some e E R*, in which case u -ex, so we are again in case (2) . Therefore we have, in case (1), v«U')2 -uu") > v«U')2), so (U')2 -uu", u'ju -u"ju' -.. 
In either case (2) then CI(logu) > CI(x) and we can infer that CI«(logu)') = CI(logu), which means just CI(A(u» = Cl(logu).
Parts of these last results have also been proved by D. Gokhman (unpublished) and M. Boshernitzan [1, §12] .
2. Level. PROPOSITION 
Let k be a Hardy field and i'(k)
= {v( u' ju): u E k*, v( u) =1= OJ. If i'(k) = 0, then k c R. For any g E k* such that v(g) =1= ° we have v(g') =1= l.u.b.i'(k). IffE k*, v(f) =1= l.u.b.i'(k), then thereexistsg E k* such that v(g) =1= ° andf -g',
and v(g) > ° if and only if v(f) exceeds each element of i'(k).
If i'(k) = 0 then for any f E k* we have v(f) = 0. In the Hardy field k(x), where x is the germ of the identity function on R, we 
If U is an infinitely increasing element of a Hardy field k, then its repeated logarithms Il(U) (= I(u) = log u), 12(u) (= log log u), 1 3 (u) We say that an infinitely increasing element u of a Hardy field has level s if for some integer N we have Clearly any transexponential function, that is an element of a Hardy field that exceeds any repeated exponential en (x), has no level. Examples of such functions are given in [2] , which also shows the existence of an infinitely increasing element g of a Hardy field such that g(g(x» = eX. This g has no level, for if it had level s then by (6) These results, which enable us to compare any two expressions of the given type, are proved by applying induction on the maximal level i1 + ... + in of the two expressions to both parts of the proposition simultaneously. We may assume that the two expressions under consideration have equal levels. The result is trivial for level zero. This useful result, which is given less explicitly in [3, pp. 23-24] , reduces after the replacement of x byes +s +l(X) to the question of comparing er«es +l(XW') = This result strengthens [6, Lemma 2}, which under exactly the same hypotheses proves the weaker result that v«k(w»*) C Qv(k*). From this follows that if u E (k(w»* then there exists a positive integer n and an element v E k* such that
We now prove the preliminary result that v«k(w»*) C v(k*). In the case w' E k, it suffices to prove by induction on n that if ao, a l ,···, an E k and u = aown + aIw n -1 + ... +a n * 0, then v(u) E v(k*). This is clearly true if n = 0, so that we may assume that n > o. Also assume, as we may, that a o = 1. Then u' E k[w} has degree in w at most n -1, so that by induction either u' = 0, in which case u E R* and
get the desired inclusion v(u) C v(k*). In the case w'jw E k it suffices to prove by induction on card{i} that a sum u = Liaiw i , with the i's distinct integers and each a i E k*, is either zero or such that v(u) E v(k*).
We may clearly assume that n > 0 and that one of the terms aiw i of u is one.
Noting that (aiwi)' = (a;ja i + iw'jw)aiwi, we see that u' is a sum of terms of the given type but with fewer terms, so by induction we get either u' = 0, in which case As before, f' -u' for some f E k* such that vU) > 0 and as before we obtain f-u. We have reached the point where we have positive integers N, M and we want to show that for any nonzero y E k[U] that can be written as a sum of monomials of degree at most N with at most M monomials of degree N appearing we have y -auo with a E k* and m a nonnegative integer or y -a with a E k*, as the case may be, under the assumption that this is true for any nonzero y E k[U] that can be written as a sum of monomials of degree at most N with at most M -1 monomials of degree N appearing. We may suppose that y can be written as a sum of monomials of degree at most N with exactly M monomials of degree N appearing and we may also assume, without loss of generality, that one of the terms of degree M that actually appears in such a representation is of the form U I U 2 ••• UN' for some u l , ... , UN E U. Then y' can be written as a sum of monomials of degree at most N with less than M monomials of degree N appearing. If y' = 0 then y E R* and we are done. Otherwise, the induction assumption applied to y' shows that if l.u.b. 'l'(k) exists then y' -f3uS for some f3 E k* and some nonnegative integer p while if l.u.b. 'l'(k) does not exist then y' -f3 for some f3 E k*. We may assume that p(y) =f= 0, for otherwise y -c for some c E R* c k. If l.u.b. 'l'(k) does not exist then Proposition 3 implies that f3 -a' for some a E k* such that pea) =f= 0; thus y' -a' so that y -a, as claimed. For the rest of the proof we may restrict ourselves to the case in which l.u.b. do this by induction on n. The case n = 1 is trivial, so suppose that n > 1 and that the result is true for n -1. We note first that a = w'/w is equivalent to a = (loglwJ)', or w = ±exp(J a). Since CI( w o ) is the smallest comparability class of k we have max '1'( k) = p( w6/wo). The infinitely increasing germ log Wo is primitive over k and p((log won = max '1'( k) , so that we can replace U by U U {log w o } and K by k(U u {logwo}, W) if necessary to guarantee that we are in the circumstances of Theorem 2, with U o = log woo If y E K * then y -(log wo)mw for some m E Z and w E W. The various possibilities for ware enumerated in Proposition 10. In the first case, v( w) = 0 so that w -a for some a E R* and hence y -a(log wo)m. In the second case, there is abE k* such that v(b) < 0, CI(e h ) > Cl(w o ), and either CI(wje h ) < Cl(w) or v(wje h ) = 0, so that either CI(yje h ) < CI(w) = CI(y) or v(yje h ) = O. In the final case, v(w) = v(w~) for some c E R*, so there exists a E R* such that w -aw~, giving y -a(log wo)mwo'
In analogy with the work of Hardy on his logarithmico-exponential functions (L-functions, for short), we pose the following definition: Let ko be the real algebraic closure of the Hardy field R( x) and for each n > 0 let the Hardy field k n be the real algebraic closure of the Hardy field obtained by adjoining to k n -1 all germs that are either primitive or exponential over k n -1' (" Germ" of course means germ of real-valued functions on positive half-lines.)
A liouvillian Hardy field is a differential subfield of U~=o k n that contains R. satisfies u -ax m for some positive real a and positive integer m, the case n = 0 is clear. The proof for n > 1 goes by induction on n, applying the last corollary to k n -1 and its extension field obtained by adjoining all primitive and exponential germs over it and then using the quoted result on algebraic extensions.
A large number of minor results of Hardy [4] follow immediately. For example, the elements of the smallest comparability class of k n are precisely those ua(ln(x»m, with a E R* and m E Q*. No liouvillian Hardy function of order 3 exists which exceeds all e«(l(xW), n = 1,2, ... , and is less than all e2«(l(x»1/n). The function xxx is of order 3. The function x" is a liouvillian Hardy function of order 1 but an L-function of order 2.
